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Tenby: a Welsh town intrinsically beautiful that is steeped in history and culture, situated in
Pembrokeshire on the west side of Carmarthen Bay. Tenby Bay is a lively beachside resort popular
with holidaying families and tourists alike.

Are you looking for hotels Tenby to play host to you and your loved ones this year for your annual
retreat from the daily rat race? Unfortunately, due to its rise in popularity, accommodation Tenby is
gaining a poor rep for being both costly and exclusive.

Welcome to  Heywood Mount Hotel- we are one of only a few 4 star hotels Tenby that- despite
being highly sought after and offering a veritable plethora of services and awe- inspiring features â€“
are remaining highly regarded as affordable yet luxurious accommodation Tenby that, for location,
service provision and standard of customer care, cannot be beaten.

Seeking  Hotels Tenby  can be a troublesome task as the accommodation Tenby is- sadly â€“ much
the same; hotels Tenby that promise the same old â€˜cheap, bed and breakfast with excellent sea
views with tea and coffee in each roomâ€™ standard of accommodation Tenby.

This is where we differ. Seek alternative hotels Tenby and you will be disappointed. However, stop
searching for accommodation Tenby with us here at Heywood Mount Hotel and you will be served:
locally sourced cuisine in a fine dining restaurant; relaxation in the calm surroundings of a leisure
complex and a bedroom with not only a bed but also toiletries, air conditioning, ironing board and a
mini fridge!

Whatâ€™s more, if itâ€™s hotels Tenby youâ€™re looking for to accommodate your wedding or conference, we
also have a wealth of experience in events planning and our team canâ€™t wait to guide you further!

If youâ€™re still searching for hotels Tenby despite finding Heywood Mount Hotel then youâ€™d be mad to
carry on. Call or visit us today for more information.
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a Hotels Tenby are highly sought after and at heywoodmount.co.uk 
we can provide high quality a Accommodation Tenby
at competitive rates, for you to enjoy your stay. Visit us today for more information!
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